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PARAPLUIE TABLE
Parapluie Side-Table

This is not 
an umbrella!
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Parapluie Side-Table / Black
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Parapluie Side-Table / Orange
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Parapluie Side-Table / Orange & Black / Parapluie Bistro Table
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PARAPLUIE TABLE
Parapluie Side-Table

Description / 

Prapluie Table - The small parapluie tables enriches the interior with its love 
of the detail. Itsdesign grapples with the tension between object-nature and 
context-expectation, the sublime ‘releasement’ of the trick. The impression of 
the fragile handle, like it could collapse every second, reminds us of the transi-
ence of the objects we know - the objects that made the modern world work. 
Playing with these impressions, the table is simple but full of character in the 
role it fulfills for the interior. In its role within the domestic space, the table is 
an homage to the absurdity of the everyday.

The table is 100% designed and manufactured in Berlin

Dimensions/

LENGHT 45 CM
WIDTH 45 CM
HIGHT 52 CM

Materials/

Powder-coated steel foot
Plywood / mdf coated tabletop

Colors/

Black
White
Salmon Orange
Sunflower Yellow
Pastel Turquoise

RAKSO NAIBAF FURNITURE PARAPLUIE
TABLE
SIDE TABLE

2011

RAKSO NAIBAF FURNITURE - WWW.RAKSONAIBAF.COM - SALES@RAKSONAIBAF.COM - RAKSO NAIBAF BERLIN 

PARAPLUIE SIDE TABLE 

Materials and Finishes: 
massive steel foot / 

ART. RN_PT_001 PRICE:                 €  

PRODUCT PHOTOS:

LENGTH:  45
WIDTH:  45
HEIGHT:  55

Prapluie Table

The small parapluie tables enriches the 
interior with its love of the detail. Its 
design grapples with the tension between 
object-nature and context-expectation, 
the sublime 'releasement' of the trick.

The impression of the fragile handle, like 
it could collapse every second, reminds 
us of the transience of the objects we 
know - the objects that made the modern 
world work. Playing with these 
impressions, the table is simple but full of 
character in the role it fulfills for the 
interior.
In its role within the domestic space, the 
table is an homage to the absurdity of the 
everyday.

The table is 100% designed and 
manufactured in Berlin
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BISTRO EDITION
Parapluie Bistro-Table
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BISTRO EDITION
Parapluie Bistro-Table

Dimensions/

LENGHT 60 CM
WIDTH 60 CM
HIGHT 75 CM

Materials/

Powder-coated steel foot
Plywood / mdf coated tabletop

Colors/

Black / on Demand

All prices are in EURO (€) and are payable in EURO (€), plus any applicable taxes. These do not include any delivery costs
in Europe & Swiss, or possible special or extra charge. These additional prices will be added upon checkout before making
payment and appear in your order confirmation page.

RAKSO NAIBAF FURNITURE
Heidestrasse 14
10557 Berlin
sales@raksonaibaf.co
www.raksonaibaf.com
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